EPISODE ONE

"THE AVENGING SPIRIT"

Fred Carson, Indian Agent and secret leader of a band of outlaws, learns of Indian abbot

ment monies and is scouring ranchers with the

dent of the phantom thief who is a bandit known as "Duke". Mr. Carson is a

certainty of the law on the reserva-

tion. Carson is operated by the Indian Chief

Yellow Wolf, who with his son Blue Feather and the

Western botanists. Carson is办事 to Doris Smith, who

Nugget, the outbrushes of the only George. Carson

orders to remain in the ground and save the

ommers, to meet at the Place of the

the Spirit to vote for the Police Force. Carson is

nicks, a plot, disguises Doris Smith as a

situation, is about to discount the outlaw

by half, and the outlaw is thereby

ly议定 to form an

getting away with the sugar

erty is ignited accidentally, transforming the wagon into a blazing inferno.

is giving orders to the Phantom Rider behind the wagon when he

the Phantom Rider leads the horse to the ground, and the blazing wagon with the

lays the hillside.

Indian Police. Jim learns of the proposed attack and assumes the character of the

stunt and the all-terrain vehicle, thus discerning further effort to form an

getaway with the sugar

try, to escape via the rooftops when the Phantom Rider takes over the situation. He

in the bank to safekeeping. Carson orders his men in to ride into town at once and

traps Blue Feather into his ambush and

dorso, who is a companion of the

his way by firing at the front of the

剂, believing that Doris has been

identities of the Phantom Rider, orders his men to capture her, then arranges for

thereby rendering the

will lead them to the whereabouts of the real Phantom Rider. Doris, however, suc-

s will of the law. He gets Doris out of

and outruns the Phantom Riders, and is about to

Nugget, the outbrushes of the only George. Carson

orders him to capture her, then arranges for

to pull out, and after he

the outlaw.

the Phantom Riders, and is about to

outlaws from the road. Brady, Carson's partner in crime, tries to escape via

the rooftops when the Phantom Rider takes over the situation. He

in the bank to safekeeping. Carson orders his men in to ride into town at once and

start whooping things up while a couple of

laid in ambush and

herself as a posses

of his life by firing at

nort of the outlaw
dispersing the horse. Carson, believing that Doris has been

the identity of the Phantom Rider, orders his men to capture her, then arranges for

the Indian Police is finally signaled, and Chief Yellow Wolf

deed to leave a chalk trail behind, which will

of their own men, planning to decode the Indian guard while the

killer and destroys the petition. Jim orders Carson to

by pulling the trigger of his revolver

wastebaskets, and substitutes of their own men, planning to decode the Indian guard while the

killers the

s will of the law. He gets Doris out of

of the outlaw, and drives off with the Chief. The

in pursuit, forcing the stage to crash against the rocks. The Phantom Rider takes

in the chute with the

the smoke, the outlaw fire stirs of dynamite at the coach, blowing it to bits.

EPISODE ELEVEN

"THE DEATH HOUSE"

The Phantom Rider is warned by falling stones and

himself in a pocket formed by the

real Phantom Rider. Doris and offers to exchange a
capture to Carson, it is provident to

the Phanom Riders and the

of the outlaw, and drives off with the Chief. The

in pursuit, forcing the stage to crash against the rocks. The Phantom Rider takes

in the chute with the

the smoke, the outlaw fire stirs of dynamite at the coach, blowing it to bits.

EPISODE SIX

"BLAZING PERIL"

The Phantom Rider with the Chief out of the

coach just before it is blown up. Blue Feather

with some of his followers and goes route over

the Outlaw, the Chief continuing on his way to

Washington. Jim spreads the rumor that he is

at the relay station, after which the Phantom Rider

that the outlaw will pull him off. He

to the Indian Police as

being his name. They travel

the shack, and rescue Nugget, but the outlaw

the小伙伴们 in the shack. The outlaw then sets fire to a wagon load of hay and

the shack, burning it to the ground with the Phantom Rider and

huddled inside.

EPISODE TEN

"BEASTS AT BAY"

The Phantom Rider and Nugget leap from the

wagon just before it is blown up, and the outlaw succeeds in making their getaway. A group of renegade

an armament for the

Indian Police. Ceta inveigles Yellow Wolf and Blue

up and try to persuade the renegades to return the loot. Yellow Wolf and

Blue Feather are trapped in a,

the stagecoach and
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**PUBLICITY**

"GHOST RIDERS OF THE WEST" (12)

IMPOR TANTLY CAST is the strange Medeline Man, top person- ality on the Indian reservation in Republic's twelve-week Chapter drama "Ghost Riders of the West" opening at the Theatre. It was formerly entitled "The Phantom Rider."

**DANGER MARKS MOVIE JOBS ON REPUBLIC SERIAL**

How would you like a job that requires a covering over a cliff, escaping from a tornado, or being trapped in a blazing inferno? You turn it down? Well, there's one man who has that job and enjoys every minute of it! Proof of that is evidenced in the 12-chapter serial Republic's "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly entitled "The Phantom Rider") now showing everywhere.

CAST

**ROBERT KENT AND PEGGY STEWART face danger together in Republic's tense 12-chapter serial "Ghost Riders of the West." (formerly entitled "The Phantom Rider") starting at the Theatre.**

**CREDITS**

Directed by Spencer Bennett and Fred Brannon

Produced by Richard H. Kline

Co-produced by John P. Farrow

Associate Producer - Ronald Davidson

Assistant Director - Frank Stagg

Spencer Bennett - Peggy Stewart - Ted Healy

Babe DiMaggio - John P. Farrow

Dorothy Gart - Jeanette MacDonald - Mary Livingstone

Ray Milland - Wray Birkby - Alphonse Bourseau

**GHOST RIDERS OF THE WEST" (11)**

**TROUBLE ON THE Reservation inspires the smashing action of Republic's "Ghost Riders of the West."

"GHOST RIDERS OF THE WEST" (14)

**ACE PRODUCER**

An accident in 1912 was responsible for Spencer Bennett, director of Republic's current serial, "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly "The Phantom Rider") becoming a director. The 12- chapter serial drama opened... and will continue... at the Theatre.

When Spencer was employed as a stunt man he was required to run through fire. He wore an asbestos suit soaked in gasoline and a mask, but the suit proved to be porous. The gasoline got under his mask, and the result landed Bennett in a sanitarium for a six months stay.

**PURCHASE A WOUNDED SOLDIER NEEDS YOUR BLOOD — TODAY!**
Illustrated above are four of the twelve two-column slugs — numbered from 211A through 222A — one for each episode — on "GHOST RIDERS OF THE WEST." The one-column slugs are shown on page 1. Use them in newspapers to bring capacity audiences to your theatre.
ADVANCE STORIES FOR EACH CHAPTER

FIRST WEEK

Chapter One of Republic's action-packed, suspense-filled 12 episode serial "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly titled Phantom Riders) begins at the Theatre on...with Robert Kent and Peggy Stewart loading roles as Dr. Jim Sterling and Dori Hammond. They are aided by Chief Yellow Wolf in forming an Indian Police Force with government backing to thwart a band of outlaws led by Fred Carsson, Indian Agent, and terrorizing ranchers in general. Dr. Jim, in the guise of the Phantom Rider, a legendary masked spirit, befriends the Indians to help them become a force to be reckoned with. The Phantom Riders are able to help the Indians as their friends, without disclosing their identity to the police, using the Phantom Riders' code.

Gary Mason, George J. Lewis, Kenne Duncan and Hal Taliaferro have important supporting roles in the exciting chapter film directed by Spencer Bennett and Fred Bronson.

SECOND WEEK

Last week's first episode of Republic's "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly titled Phantom Riders) brought audiences to the Theatre on...the exciting introduction of the Phantom Riders. This week, Dr. Jim Sterling, as the Phantom Rider, encounters several dead ends, and in the process of great peril quickest his quest to aid in the formation of an Indian Police Force.

In last week's episode, Dr. Jim Sterling, also the Phantom Rider, supported by lovely Peggy Stewart, played by George J. Lewis, LeRoy Mason, Kenne Duncan and Hal Taliaferro are in supporting roles, in the 12-episode Republic serial.

THIRD WEEK

Dr. Jim Sterling, disguised as The Phantom Rider, issues a blinding signal for the wagon in which he was traveling with an armed car that turned into an igniting kerosene, in last week's exciting episode, Republic's "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly titled "The Phantom Riders").

The third chapter, coming to the Theatre on...Theatre shows the Phantom Rider's daring role as he outsmarts his daring attempt to break up a bank robbery in the Indian alliement.

Robert Kent is seen as Dr. Sterling, while Peggy Stewart, portrayed by LeRoy Mason, plays herself as the Phantom Rider to the Indians in getting a message from an Indian police force to the band of dangerous outlaws led by Fred Carsson, Indian Agent. Peggy Stewart plays opposite him with George J. Lewis, LeRoy Mason, Kenne Duncan and Hal Taliaferro in supporting roles.

FOURTH WEEK

Dr. Jim Sterling, disguised as The Phantom Rider, is wounded in a roof top battle, partly stunned, in the direction of a band of thieves' thundering horses, in the last chapter of Republic's serial "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly titled "The Phantom Riders").

Chief Yellow Wolf, portrayed by Themed Thunderer, is finally drawn to Washington in a signed petition to form an Indian Police Force to deal with a band of outlaws on their ground. Dr. Jim Sterling, disguised as the Phantom Rider, a legendary masked spirit who befriends the Indians, sets out to keep the outlaw from the Indian Police Force with government backing to thwart a band of outlaws led by Fred Carsson, Indian Agent. The Phantom Riders are able to help the Indians as their friends, without disclosing their identity to the police, using the Phantom Riders' code.

SIXTH WEEK

The Phantom Rider was last seen in a stagecoach which was blown up with dynamite after a single-handed gun fight with several outlaws in last week's chapter of Republic's serial action-packed serial "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly titled "The Phantom Riders").

Chief Yellow Wolf, portrayed by Themed Thunderer, is finally drawn to Washington in a signed petition to form an Indian Police Force to deal with a band of outlaws on their ground. Dr. Jim Sterling, disguised as the Phantom Rider, a legendary masked spirit who befriends the Indians, sets out to keep the outlaw from the Indian Police Force with government backing to thwart a band of outlaws led by Fred Carsson, Indian Agent. The Phantom Riders are able to help the Indians as their friends, without disclosing their identity to the police, using the Phantom Riders' code.

SEVENTH WEEK

Trapped in a burning shack, by Fred Carsson's outlaws, the Phantom Rider is captured by a gang of outlaws, led by Fred Carsson, Indian Agent. The Phantom Riders are able to help the Indians as their friends, without disclosing their identity to the police, using the Phantom Riders' code.

NINTH WEEK

Trapped at the point of a gun to remove his mask and disclose his identity, the Phantom Rider is saved by the arrival of a gang of outlaws, led by Fred Carsson, Indian Agent. The Phantom Riders are able to help the Indians as their friends, without disclosing their identity to the police, using the Phantom Riders' code.

TENTH WEEK

Last seen running, a wagon loaded with ammunition which bursted over the edge of the rocks below, the Phantom Rider miraculously survives his death scene. Republic's Ten-episode serial of "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly titled "The Phantom Riders") comes to a close...at the Theatre on...Dr. Jim Sterling, disguised as the Phantom Rider, encounters several dead ends, and in the process of great peril quickest his quest to aid in the formation of an Indian Police Force.

In last week's episode, Dr. Jim Sterling, also the Phantom Rider, supported by lovely Peggy Stewart, played by George J. Lewis, LeRoy Mason, Kenne Duncan and Hal Taliaferro are in supporting roles, in the 12-episode Republic serial.

ELEVENTH WEEK

ELEVENTH WEEK

Escaping from an avalanche of huge boulders, a boiling rushing river by Carsson, secret leader of a band of outlaws, Republic's serial "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly titled "The Phantom Riders") comes to a close...at the Theatre on...Dr. Jim Sterling, disguised as the Phantom Rider, encounters several dead ends, and in the process of great peril quickest his quest to aid in the formation of an Indian Police Force.

In last week's episode, Dr. Jim Sterling, also the Phantom Rider, supported by lovely Peggy Stewart, played by George J. Lewis, LeRoy Mason, Kenne Duncan and Hal Taliaferro are in supporting roles, in the 12-episode Republic serial.

TWELFTH WEEK

Most disillusioned of all Carsson's cruel plans to destroy the Phantom Riders, alias The Phantom Rider, was the dynamite of a shack at the edge of a cliff which caused the deaths of his trusted men and his friend Carsson was apparently hopeless in his fight against Republic's exciting serial "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly titled "The Phantom Riders").

In last week's episode, Republic's serial "Ghost Riders of the West" (formerly titled "The Phantom Riders") comes to a close...at the Theatre on...Dr. Jim Sterling, disguised as the Phantom Rider, encounters several dead ends, and in the process of great peril quickest his quest to aid in the formation of an Indian Police Force.

In last week's episode, Dr. Jim Sterling, also the Phantom Rider, supported by lovely Peggy Stewart, played by George J. Lewis, LeRoy Mason, Kenne Duncan and Hal Taliaferro are in supporting roles, in the 12-episode Republic serial.

EPISODE NINE

(Continued)

trapped in a burning shack, by Fred Carsson's outlaws, the Phantom Rider is captured by a gang of outlaws, led by Fred Carsson, Indian Agent. The Phantom Riders are able to help the Indians as their friends, without disclosing their identity to the police, using the Phantom Riders' code.
LOBBIES

Set of Four 11 x 14's

ALSO AVAILABLE –

CIRCUS HERALD

MAT for a flash CIRCUS HERALD is available GRATIS.
Size: 4¾" x 12½".

Write to:
REPUBLIC PICTURES, EXPLOITATION DEPT.
1740 Broadway New York 19, N. Y.

TODAY! ANOTHER THRILLING CHAPTER!

GHOST RIDERS OF THE WEST
formerly entitled "THE PHANTOM RIDER"
A REPUBLIC SERIAL IN 12 CHAPTERS

VALANCE

A brilliant flash piece for your marquee or lobby, the valance is printed in several eye-arresting colors on GORGEOUS RAYON SILKOLENE. It measures 9 feet wide by 3 feet deep and is all ready for hanging. Price: $9.75.

Order direct from:
NATIONAL FLAG COMPANY
43 West 21st Street New York, N. Y.

ORDER ALL ACCESSORIES FROM NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE